
 

 

RAILWAY RECRUITMENT CELL, CENTRAL RAILWAY 
 

Centralized Employment Notification No. RRC-01/2019 for Level - 1 post 

 
DECLARATION OF PROVISIONAL PANEL: PART- 8 

 
1. Provisional part panel of 20 (Twenty) candidates for recruitment in posts in Level-1 of 

7th Central Pay Commission (CPC) Pay Matrix against Centralized Employment Notice No. 

RRC - 01/2019 on Central Railway is attached herewith in ascending order of Roll numbers. 

This part panel is purely provisional and does not give any right to any candidate for job in 

Railways. If any malpractice is detected at any stage, their candidature will be terminated and 

the individual will be liable for criminal prosecution. 

 
2. The Computer Based Test (CBT) was conducted during the period 17/08/2022 

to11/10/2022 by Railway Recruitment Boards (RRBs).  The 1st stage of Document 

Verification was conducted from 16/02/2023 to 11/03/2023 and for absent candidates / 

pending cases on 30.03.2023, 31.03.2023 & 03.04.2023. Candidates were sent for medical 

examination at Byculla / Kalyan / Bhusawal / Nagpur / Pune / Solapur Railway hospitals after 

the Document Verification. 

3. The part panel is prepared on the basis of overall rank in Computer Based Test (CBT), 

post opted as per the application and fitness in medical categories for recruitment in posts in 

Level-1of 7th Central Pay Commission (CPC) Pay Matrix.   Empanelment of these 20 CCAA 

candidates is due to deletion of 279 CCAA candidates issued vide Notice dated 13/12/2023 

from the 1st part panel dated 18/3/2023.  These 20 CCAA candidates are now considered for 

empanelment as per merit and medical fitness against the guarded posts of B-2 to C-1 medical 

categories released out of 279 CCAA candidates. The seniority of the candidates selected will 

be decided later as per the merit position in the Panel which will be declared at a later stage. 

4. Allotment of posts and divisions shall be done in due course subject to merit, given 

options of posts, medical fitness and availability of vacancies. 

5. While due care has been taken in preparing the result, RRC/Central Railway reserves 

the right to make amendments to the provisionally declared panel at any subsequent stage. If 

any discrepancies or malpractices are noticed or brought to the notice of RRC/CR at any stage, 

RRC/CR reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or Typographical/Printing mistakes 

and declares any candidate unsuccessful or deletes the name of candidate from the notified 

panel at any stage. The decision of Chairman, RRC in the matter shall be final and binding on 

the candidate. 

6. The offer of appointment shall be sent separately by the respective units/divisions 

where the candidates are allotted. The offer of appointment should be issued after verification 

as per extent rules 

Date: 03.01.2024 

Chairman/RRC CR 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

SN REG_NO Roll Number 

1 1110327389 244192150194530 

2 1110570310 244192150396633 

3 1110142725 244192240032676 

4 1110208650 244192240091398 

5 1110326621 244192240263392 

6 1110197310 244192240528018 

7 1110590326 244193150267787 

8 1110778156 244194150093871 

9 1110590281 244194150267786 

10 1110652755 244194150371837 

11 1110800080 244194150422132 

12 1110217039 244194150501143 

13 1110753436 244194150561273 

14 1110136648 244194240217159 

15 1110156435 244194240247859 

16 1110180524 244194240247886 

17 1110133712 244194240468407 

18 1110012128 244194240717203 

19 1110538841 244194300477520 

20 1110710385 244194300518557 

(20 CCAA Candidates) 

 


